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product information not available presents american literature from the
beginnings to the revolutionary war including essays narratives and more
for nearly twenty five years a research guide for undergraduate students
has helped students avoid the pitfalls of conducting library research
for term papers and theses updated and revised the sixth edition shows
undergraduates how to use their research time efficiently and how to
locate and evaluate material available from electronic databases and the
internet when the handbook for research in american history was first
published reviewers called it an excellent tool for historians of all
interests and levels of experience simple to use and concisely worded
western historical quarterly and an excellent work that fulfills its
title in being portable yet well filled reference reviews the journal of
american history added it is not easy to produce a reference work that
is utilitarian and enriching and does not duplicate existing works
professor prucha has done the job very well this second revised edition
takes account of the revolution that is occurring in bibliographic
science as printed reference works extend to electronic databases cd
roms and online networks such as the internet focusing on and expanding
the major section of the original handbook it provides information on
traditional printed works describes new guides and updated versions of
old ones notes the availability of reference works and of some full text
sources in electronic form and discusses the usefulness to researchers
of different kinds of material and the forms in which they are available
extensive cross referencing and a detailed index that includes authors
subjects and titles enhance the book s usefulness the american poziticaz
science research guide to their efforts individuals in administra is a
new series dealing generally with ameri tive positions will also find
that the apsrg offers a means for keeping current on public can
government and specifically with public administration state and local
government policy questions despite the normal restric the legislative
and executive branches and tions of time and circumstance the judiciary
the key to the entire program is the use of the data base of the
political science series of as an innovative idea the apsrg is an
approach to political research which focuses upon a the universal
reference system combining ele single area within the discpline of
political ments of the definitive urs supplement and a science the first
in a proposed series of refined indexing procedure the apsrg is pro
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softcover research guides the apsrg is repre duced under the superv s on
of the same schol sentative of the guiding principle of provid ars who
develop that annual supplement covers american literature during the
postwar period a series of handbooks provides strategies for studying
and writing about frequently taught literary topics with each volume
offering study guides background information suggestions for areas of
research and a list of secondary sources it is a collection of scholarly
articles which provides introductory knowledge of the history of the
american family characterized by its move away from romanticism and
toward mundane every day subjects as well as incorporating such ideas as
metanarrative stream of consciousness and disjointed timelines the
american modernist era was at its heyday during the years 1914 1949 it
produced such great authors as ernest hemingway william faulkner and f
scott fitzgerald and memorable works like as i lay dying and the great
gatsby literary research and the american modernist era offers the
scholar and researcher a clear introduction to the best contemporary
library resources and practices for researching american modernist
writing graduate students advanced undergraduates researchers and
scholars specializing in american modernist writing will improve their
information skills and fluency whether in the real or the virtual
library even those lacking access to some of the resources described
here can profit from this overview of literary research because it will
help them frame questions indicate where to go for answers and
demonstrate useful connections between many of the secondary scholarly
sources this guide offers a coherent account of how contemporary
research skills and resources can complement one another in helping the
scholar effectively deal with typical challenges they encounter in their
work a study guide for gish jen s typical american excerpted from gale s
acclaimed novels for students this concise study guide includes plot
summary character analysis author biography study questions historical
context suggestions for further reading and much more for any literature
project trust novels for students for all of your research needs the
american poziticaz science research guide to their efforts individuals
in administra is a new series dealing generally with ameri tive
positions will also find that the apsrg offers a means for keeping
current on public can government and specifically with public
administration state and local government policy questions despite the
normal restric the legislative and executive branches and tions of time
and circumstance the judiciary the key to the entire program is the use
of the data base of the political science series of as an innovative
idea the apsrg is an approach to political research which focuses upon a
the universal reference system combining ele single area within the
discpline of political ments of the definitive urs supplement and a
science the first in a proposed series of refined indexing procedure the
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apsrg is pro softcover research guides the apsrg is repre duced under
the superv s on of the same schol sentative of the guiding principle of
provid ars who develop that annual supplement the study of legal history
has a broad application that extends well beyond the interests of legal
historians an attorney arguing a case today may need to cite cases that
are decades or even centuries old and historians studying political or
cultural history often encounter legal issues that affect their main
subjects both groups need to understand the laws and legal practices of
past eras this essential reference is intended for the many
nonspecialists who need to enter this arcane and often tricky area of
research this ebook is a selective guide designed to help scholars and
students of the ancient world find reliable sources of information by
directing them to the best available scholarly materials in whatever
form or format they appear from books chapters and journal articles to
online archives electronic data sets and blogs written by a leading
international authority on the subject the ebook provides bibliographic
information supported by direct recommendations about which sources to
consult and editorial commentary to make it clear how the cited sources
are interrelated this ebook is just one of many articles from oxford
bibliographies online atlantic history a continuously updated and
growing online resource designed to provide authoritative guidance
through the scholarship and other materials relevant to the study of
atlantic history the study of the transnational interconnections between
europe north america south america and africa particularly in the early
modern and colonial period oxford bibliographies online covers most
subject disciplines within the social science and humanities for more
information visit oxfordbibliographies com this guide provides a sample
of core reference resources both print electronic for african american
studies a study guide for henry james s the american excerpted from gale
s acclaimed novels for students this concise study guide includes plot
summary character analysis author biography study questions historical
context suggestions for further reading and much more for any literature
project trust novels for students for all of your research needs what
makes a good research topic in a literature class what does your
professor mean by peer reviewed sources what should you do if you can t
find enough material this approachable guide walks students through the
process of research in literary studies providing them with tools for
responding successfully to course assignments written by two experienced
librarians the guide introduces the resources available through college
and university libraries and explains how to access the ones a student
needs it focuses on research in literature identifying relevant
databases and research guides and explaining different types of sources
and the role each plays in researching and writing about a literary text
but it contains helpful information for any student researcher
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describing strategies for searching the to find the most useful material
and offering guidance on organizing research and documenting sources
with mla style the aam guide to provenance research is a much needed
contribution for scholars professional researchers and those who shape
policy here in one volume is a historical overview description of
current methodology invaluable indices inventories and lists of current
databases in progress back cover an essential tool for all reading
groups no reading group should be without this book club companion to
jeanine cummins s bestselling novel american dirt this comprehensive
guide includes useful background to the novel a full plot summary
discussion of themes symbols detailed character notes thought provoking
discussion questions and even a quick quiz study guides for book clubs
are designed to help you get the absolute best from your book club
meetings they enable reading group members to appreciate their chosen
book in greater depth than ever before please be aware that this is a
companion guide and does not contain the full text of the novel a guide
to american regional folklore with advice on conducting research
regional essays and an annotated bibliography it covers library research
including how to locate a library suitable for folklore research how to
understand a library s resources and how to construct a research
strategy from the mid 19th century through world war i turner societies
were among the most important secular organizations in german immigrant
communities in america brought to the united states by refugees from the
failed revolution of 1848 in germany the turner movement became a home
for german abolitionists workers rights advocates and other reformers
this book is the result of a project to locate the surviving
documentation on the turner movement with an annotated bibliography
descriptions of archival collections historical sketches of more than
150 turner societies and an annotated list of all societies in the
united states this research guide opens up new opportunities for
examining the influence of the turners this book is the result of a
project to locate the surviving documentation on the turner movement
little of which was found in libraries or archives at the time the
project began the book shows that the extent of the movement the range
of its interests and activities and the richness of its publishing
record were much greater than has been appreciated with an annotated
bibliography descriptions of archival collections historical sketches of
more than 150 societies and an annotated list of all societies found in
the united states the research guide opens up new opportunities for
examining the influence of turners and german americans on the
development of american society this two volume study guide has
approximately 1 700 questions 1 400 multiple choice and true false
questions approximately 50 per chapter and almost 300 essay questions
about 10 per chapter the guide includes definitions of key terms and
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chapter review questions unique in its scope of coverage this reference
work provides students and scholars interested in researching modern
american leftist and working class culture with a convenient starting
place for examining american leftist and working class novels of the
past century the book begins with a brief historical survey of the
development of this cultural phenomenon it then offers brief
descriptions of selected critical historical and theoretical works that
are a useful background to the novels the bulk of the book comprises
detailed alphabetically arranged discussions of more than 170 modern
american novels of the left along with brief considerations of more than
240 other works the novels discussed in detail include a number of works
by major american authors including john dos passos john steinbeck
ernest hemingway theodore dreiser and upton sinclair also covered are
works by a number of other writers in the rich but neglected tradition
of american leftist literature these writers naturally include 1930s
proletarian novelists such as mike gold agnes smedley myra page
josephine herbst tillie olsen meridel le sueur jack conroy and thomas
bell but they also include figures ranging from early twentieth century
socialists such as i k friedman and leroy scott to african american
novelists such as richard wright and toni morrison to chicano writers
such as alejandro morales and americo paredes 2nd editionnew and
expanded gathering information on your world war i ancestors is easier
than you think this guide outlines a straightforward strategy to find
military service information from a variety of online resources and
physical depositories special topics include women s records a state
specific resource guide naturalization records alien registration files
and a quick guide to canadian military world war i resources a directory
of grants available to the researcher in psych
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American Childhood 1985-11-14 product information not available
Research Guide to American Literature 2010 presents american literature
from the beginnings to the revolutionary war including essays narratives
and more
A Research Guide for Undergraduate Students 1985-01-01 for nearly twenty
five years a research guide for undergraduate students has helped
students avoid the pitfalls of conducting library research for term
papers and theses updated and revised the sixth edition shows
undergraduates how to use their research time efficiently and how to
locate and evaluate material available from electronic databases and the
internet
A Research Guide for Undergraduate Students 2006 when the handbook for
research in american history was first published reviewers called it an
excellent tool for historians of all interests and levels of experience
simple to use and concisely worded western historical quarterly and an
excellent work that fulfills its title in being portable yet well filled
reference reviews the journal of american history added it is not easy
to produce a reference work that is utilitarian and enriching and does
not duplicate existing works professor prucha has done the job very well
this second revised edition takes account of the revolution that is
occurring in bibliographic science as printed reference works extend to
electronic databases cd roms and online networks such as the internet
focusing on and expanding the major section of the original handbook it
provides information on traditional printed works describes new guides
and updated versions of old ones notes the availability of reference
works and of some full text sources in electronic form and discusses the
usefulness to researchers of different kinds of material and the forms
in which they are available extensive cross referencing and a detailed
index that includes authors subjects and titles enhance the book s
usefulness
Handbook for Research in American History 1994 the american poziticaz
science research guide to their efforts individuals in administra is a
new series dealing generally with ameri tive positions will also find
that the apsrg offers a means for keeping current on public can
government and specifically with public administration state and local
government policy questions despite the normal restric the legislative
and executive branches and tions of time and circumstance the judiciary
the key to the entire program is the use of the data base of the
political science series of as an innovative idea the apsrg is an
approach to political research which focuses upon a the universal
reference system combining ele single area within the discpline of
political ments of the definitive urs supplement and a science the first
in a proposed series of refined indexing procedure the apsrg is pro
softcover research guides the apsrg is repre duced under the superv s on
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of the same schol sentative of the guiding principle of provid ars who
develop that annual supplement
American Political Science Research Guide 2012-12-06 covers american
literature during the postwar period
Research Guide to American Historical Biography 1988 a series of
handbooks provides strategies for studying and writing about frequently
taught literary topics with each volume offering study guides background
information suggestions for areas of research and a list of secondary
sources
Research Guide to American Literature 2010 it is a collection of
scholarly articles which provides introductory knowledge of the history
of the american family
Material Culture 1985 characterized by its move away from romanticism
and toward mundane every day subjects as well as incorporating such
ideas as metanarrative stream of consciousness and disjointed timelines
the american modernist era was at its heyday during the years 1914 1949
it produced such great authors as ernest hemingway william faulkner and
f scott fitzgerald and memorable works like as i lay dying and the great
gatsby literary research and the american modernist era offers the
scholar and researcher a clear introduction to the best contemporary
library resources and practices for researching american modernist
writing graduate students advanced undergraduates researchers and
scholars specializing in american modernist writing will improve their
information skills and fluency whether in the real or the virtual
library even those lacking access to some of the resources described
here can profit from this overview of literary research because it will
help them frame questions indicate where to go for answers and
demonstrate useful connections between many of the secondary scholarly
sources this guide offers a coherent account of how contemporary
research skills and resources can complement one another in helping the
scholar effectively deal with typical challenges they encounter in their
work
Research Guide to American Literature 2010 a study guide for gish jen s
typical american excerpted from gale s acclaimed novels for students
this concise study guide includes plot summary character analysis author
biography study questions historical context suggestions for further
reading and much more for any literature project trust novels for
students for all of your research needs
American Families 1991-08-24 the american poziticaz science research
guide to their efforts individuals in administra is a new series dealing
generally with ameri tive positions will also find that the apsrg offers
a means for keeping current on public can government and specifically
with public administration state and local government policy questions
despite the normal restric the legislative and executive branches and
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tions of time and circumstance the judiciary the key to the entire
program is the use of the data base of the political science series of
as an innovative idea the apsrg is an approach to political research
which focuses upon a the universal reference system combining ele single
area within the discpline of political ments of the definitive urs
supplement and a science the first in a proposed series of refined
indexing procedure the apsrg is pro softcover research guides the apsrg
is repre duced under the superv s on of the same schol sentative of the
guiding principle of provid ars who develop that annual supplement
Research Guide to American Historical Biography 1990 the study of legal
history has a broad application that extends well beyond the interests
of legal historians an attorney arguing a case today may need to cite
cases that are decades or even centuries old and historians studying
political or cultural history often encounter legal issues that affect
their main subjects both groups need to understand the laws and legal
practices of past eras this essential reference is intended for the many
nonspecialists who need to enter this arcane and often tricky area of
research
Literary Research and the American Modernist Era 2008-07-31 this ebook
is a selective guide designed to help scholars and students of the
ancient world find reliable sources of information by directing them to
the best available scholarly materials in whatever form or format they
appear from books chapters and journal articles to online archives
electronic data sets and blogs written by a leading international
authority on the subject the ebook provides bibliographic information
supported by direct recommendations about which sources to consult and
editorial commentary to make it clear how the cited sources are
interrelated this ebook is just one of many articles from oxford
bibliographies online atlantic history a continuously updated and
growing online resource designed to provide authoritative guidance
through the scholarship and other materials relevant to the study of
atlantic history the study of the transnational interconnections between
europe north america south america and africa particularly in the early
modern and colonial period oxford bibliographies online covers most
subject disciplines within the social science and humanities for more
information visit oxfordbibliographies com
A Guide to Research in American Library History 1974 this guide provides
a sample of core reference resources both print electronic for african
american studies
A Study Guide for Gish Jen's "Typical American" 2017-07-25 a study guide
for henry james s the american excerpted from gale s acclaimed novels
for students this concise study guide includes plot summary character
analysis author biography study questions historical context suggestions
for further reading and much more for any literature project trust
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novels for students for all of your research needs
American Political Science Research Guide 1977 what makes a good
research topic in a literature class what does your professor mean by
peer reviewed sources what should you do if you can t find enough
material this approachable guide walks students through the process of
research in literary studies providing them with tools for responding
successfully to course assignments written by two experienced librarians
the guide introduces the resources available through college and
university libraries and explains how to access the ones a student needs
it focuses on research in literature identifying relevant databases and
research guides and explaining different types of sources and the role
each plays in researching and writing about a literary text but it
contains helpful information for any student researcher describing
strategies for searching the to find the most useful material and
offering guidance on organizing research and documenting sources with
mla style
American Political Science Research Guide 1978-11-15 the aam guide to
provenance research is a much needed contribution for scholars
professional researchers and those who shape policy here in one volume
is a historical overview description of current methodology invaluable
indices inventories and lists of current databases in progress back
cover
Research Guide to American Literature 2010 an essential tool for all
reading groups no reading group should be without this book club
companion to jeanine cummins s bestselling novel american dirt this
comprehensive guide includes useful background to the novel a full plot
summary discussion of themes symbols detailed character notes thought
provoking discussion questions and even a quick quiz study guides for
book clubs are designed to help you get the absolute best from your book
club meetings they enable reading group members to appreciate their
chosen book in greater depth than ever before please be aware that this
is a companion guide and does not contain the full text of the novel
Bibliographies in American History 1973 a guide to american regional
folklore with advice on conducting research regional essays and an
annotated bibliography it covers library research including how to
locate a library suitable for folklore research how to understand a
library s resources and how to construct a research strategy
The Yale Law School Guide to Research in American Legal History
2018-06-19 from the mid 19th century through world war i turner
societies were among the most important secular organizations in german
immigrant communities in america brought to the united states by
refugees from the failed revolution of 1848 in germany the turner
movement became a home for german abolitionists workers rights advocates
and other reformers this book is the result of a project to locate the
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surviving documentation on the turner movement with an annotated
bibliography descriptions of archival collections historical sketches of
more than 150 turner societies and an annotated list of all societies in
the united states this research guide opens up new opportunities for
examining the influence of the turners this book is the result of a
project to locate the surviving documentation on the turner movement
little of which was found in libraries or archives at the time the
project began the book shows that the extent of the movement the range
of its interests and activities and the richness of its publishing
record were much greater than has been appreciated with an annotated
bibliography descriptions of archival collections historical sketches of
more than 150 societies and an annotated list of all societies found in
the united states the research guide opens up new opportunities for
examining the influence of turners and german americans on the
development of american society
American Revolution: Oxford Bibliographies Online Research Guide 2010-06
this two volume study guide has approximately 1 700 questions 1 400
multiple choice and true false questions approximately 50 per chapter
and almost 300 essay questions about 10 per chapter the guide includes
definitions of key terms and chapter review questions
American Literature 1976 unique in its scope of coverage this reference
work provides students and scholars interested in researching modern
american leftist and working class culture with a convenient starting
place for examining american leftist and working class novels of the
past century the book begins with a brief historical survey of the
development of this cultural phenomenon it then offers brief
descriptions of selected critical historical and theoretical works that
are a useful background to the novels the bulk of the book comprises
detailed alphabetically arranged discussions of more than 170 modern
american novels of the left along with brief considerations of more than
240 other works the novels discussed in detail include a number of works
by major american authors including john dos passos john steinbeck
ernest hemingway theodore dreiser and upton sinclair also covered are
works by a number of other writers in the rich but neglected tradition
of american leftist literature these writers naturally include 1930s
proletarian novelists such as mike gold agnes smedley myra page
josephine herbst tillie olsen meridel le sueur jack conroy and thomas
bell but they also include figures ranging from early twentieth century
socialists such as i k friedman and leroy scott to african american
novelists such as richard wright and toni morrison to chicano writers
such as alejandro morales and americo paredes
A Consumer's Guide to Research Guides for Historical Literature 1990 2nd
editionnew and expanded gathering information on your world war i
ancestors is easier than you think this guide outlines a straightforward
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strategy to find military service information from a variety of online
resources and physical depositories special topics include women s
records a state specific resource guide naturalization records alien
registration files and a quick guide to canadian military world war i
resources
American Indian Women 1991 a directory of grants available to the
researcher in psych
African American Studies 2005
Research Guide to American Literature 2010
Research Guide to American Literature 2010
Going Home 2008
Bilingualism in the Americas 1956
A Study Guide for Henry James's "The American" 2017-07-25
MLA Guide to Undergraduate Research in Literature 2019-05-01
The AAM Guide to Provenance Research 2001
Study Guide for Book Clubs: American Dirt 2020-10-23
American Regional Folklore 2004-09-24
Research Guide to the Turner Movement in the United States 1996-08-20
Give Me Liberty 2007-09
The Modern American Novel of the Left 1999-07-30
Study Guide with Map Exercises to Accompany American History: A Survey
2006-01
World War I Genealogy Research Guide 2019-05-14
American Psychological Association's Guide to Research Support
1987-01-01
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